
BBE Project - Fifth Meeting Report 15 April 2021

At  8:30 a.m. on TEAMS platform 

Participants:
Italy: Franca Liuzzo,  Rosanna Vigliocco and Simonetta Ponziano
Croatia: Ivana Vrdoljak
Romania: Silvia Ungureanu, Ioana Roxana Ciuca
Estonia: Anna Ignatjeva

1) Regular uploading on Etwinning
2) Wakelet
3) Common activities
4) First mobility

•

1) Franca recommends a regular upload of pupils' work on Etwinning materials and pages where 
she has created an index of topics to be documented and explored.

2) Ivana communicates that she has just prepared a link to use Wakelet on gmail so that there will 
be no problem uploading new material: the films are not directly on Etwinning and, therefore, there 
is no need to worry about the copyright of background music.

3) Franca suggests common online activities on different topics:
copyright
netiquette
e-safety
and the creation of a multilingual dictionary (Italian, Romanian, English, Croatian, and Estonian).
2 students of each school for each group will work online during a 90 minutes meeting to decide 
what information to pick up from the different material loaded on wakelet to create a final document
which will then be published on E-twinning as a common activity.
During the meeting Silvia sends the link to a dictionary already made by other partners on 
WhatsApp as an inspiration to follow: this is exactly what Franca had in mind!

The topics to develop will be:
greetings
meals 
ingredients
numbers
common expressions.
The majority of the participants do not approve of the topic "school" which is therefore left out. 
Rosanna asks to add the topic "TRADITIONS".
Ivana suggests the use of “Bookcreator”.

4) Franca launches the idea of organising the first mobility for the end of September in Romania 
since, according to last year's experience, Covid should be less virulent at that time than during the
rest of the year. Everybody approves. Rosanna asks about transport and accommodation. Silvia 
explains that she can organise bus transport from Bucharest airport and that the school has a 
campus, which makes things much easier. Franca adds that the topic to be developed on the spot 
will be: how to start a "start-up", remembering to also invite local entrepreneurs who will share their
experiences and will be interviewed by the students.




